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Background and context

Vascovy is an advanced democratic republic of about 8 million people, centrally located in its region. Its ruling coalition is seen as politically centrist, with the Opposition made up of vocal parties primarily to the right. Current opinion polls suggest that the ruling coalition will win the next election in one year’s time. Its geography, with good harbours on its north-west coast, means that it is a transit and logistics point for a number of neighbouring landlocked countries with a collective population of about 60 million (see map).

The country’s capital, Monserrat, is located inland on the junction of two rivers and located close to the western border with the country’s larger neighbour, Graznavia. Graznavia has a population of about 25 million, but its economy has been faltering under a nationalist populist government that is sometimes described as near-fascist in Vascovy’s free press.

While there are considerable historical tensions between Vascovy and Graznavia dating back over 200 years, relating to differing languages and religious history, the Government of Vascovy has been courting Graznavia due to their growing role as an energy producer.

Currently, Vascovy imports the majority of its energy from Energia, another country on the other side of the gulf with extensive nuclear capacity and some hydroelectric resources, via a 70 km undersea cable, resulting in high energy prices. The Vascovian Government is keen to diversify their energy sources: for energy security and because lowering citizen’s energy prices is an important political issue.

While relations with Energia have, in the past, been very good, political and populist change in Energia is leading to rumours, which have not been refuted, that Energia will increase their pricing of exported energy by 35% when the current supply contract to Vascovy expires in 2 years’ time.

Graznavia has recently expanded their energy production capacity by upgrading and expanding an aging nuclear power plant close to the border with Vascovy using technology from Norvenia, and just 50 kilometres from Vascovy’s capital. They are keen to sell their surplus energy to Vascovy.

Both environmental and business groups in Vascovy have attacked the government. Elements of the public, including a growing environmentalist party and a small but growing ultra-nationalist fringe, object to buying energy from Graznavia, the former because of their anti-nuclear stance and the latter because Graznavia is seen as untrustworthy and Vascovy should not be reliant on their historical enemy. But Graznavia has been on a charm offensive, even supporting Vascovy’s bid to be on the UN Security Council.

The regional power, Norvenia – with a population of 140 million and with a pseudo-democratic but authoritarian rule – is also suspected of using its digital platforms to whip up dissent especially in Monserrat in order to destabilize Vascovy. Some protests have been violent, with injuries but no
deaths. Tear gas has had to be employed on several occasions. It is suggested that the Norvenian government stands to lose influence in the region if Vascovy and Graznavia form stronger ties.

Many of the countries in the region are signatories to the Regional Union Agreement (RUA), a transnational grouping that primarily exists as a block on Norvenian influence. Geo-politically, Graznavia is an important member of the group, but is also the most likely to disagree with the other heads of state, and is the ‘difficult sibling’ of the RUA.

Even so, Norvenia still exercises considerable influence and power in the region and has been running military exercises with Graznavia close to the Vascovian border. This has caused the relationship between Vascovy and Graznavia to sour once again. The position of Vascovian Ambassador to Graznavia is currently vacant, awaiting a new appointment. Tensions in the region are heightened.

You are members of the Vascovian government’s Emergency Response Committee (ERC). The ERC is made up of ex officio members of the policy community and advises the Prime Minister on actions to take in a crisis. It comprises

- The Secretary of the Prime Minister’s Cabinet (as chair)
- The Director General of Foreign Affairs
- The Chief of Military Staff
- The Chief of Police
- The Director General of Health
- The Chief of Civil Defence (fire, ambulance etc.)
- The Chief Scientist of the Ministry of Economic Development, Research and Innovation
- The Director General of the Treasury
- The Director general of the Ministry for Transport and Energy*
- The Director General of the Ministry for the Environment*
- The Director General of the Ministry of Social Welfare*

You will take on one of these roles for the purpose of this game. Take note of the details on the character card, both of your own experience and that of your Minister.

* These characters can be removed if not enough players

Using this Staged Case

This INGSA Case Study is written as a Staged Case. This can be used for the basis of plenary or small group discussion as suits your needs.

Depending on your time restrictions, it is suggested that workshop participants should receive the ‘Background’ information in advance.

‘Situations Cards’ are then handed out at regular intervals during the workshop to simulate how situations can change and how the needs and requirements of evidence change during fast-evolving crises.
Facebook shows images of smoke billowing into the air; shaky video of a Graznavian farmer pointing at the plume on the horizon, sitting low over the trees.

The key words you can pick out are ‘explosion’ and ‘nuclear plant’. In the background, some people are seen running towards the situations; others are running away. The video is going viral. Other videos of questionable authenticity follow.

Media outlets around the world are immediately showing “breaking news” reporting on the video even though there is no consensus on what has happened. There is no immediate response from the Graznavian media or government.

Then the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) releases an announcement that their local monitoring equipment has detected a spike in radionuclides in the region around the rebuilt Graznavian reactor. The dose is low but the IAEA indicate that it is consistent with the first stages of a nuclear event.

The Prime Minister of Vascovy calls together the Emergency Response Committee, of which you are a member, demanding advice. It meets 90 minutes after the news breaks.

Questions for Discussion

- What is the problem you are trying to solve?
- What problems are likely to emerge and need to be prepared for?
- What are the actions – reactive or pre-emptive – that you should be considering?
- What information is going to be required to make any of these decisions? How will you get this information?
Situation Clock: T = 6 Hours

The eyes of the world are now on Graznavia and the government has moved fast to officially deny that there is any ongoing danger.

In an official statement, the Prime Minister of Graznavia has stated that there was a minor, non-critical, event at the new reactor during a training exercise. The event was immediately handled according to protocols and was successfully contained. While there was a minor leak from a cooling pipe, the dosage was well below any harmful level, even to the workers in the plant, and there is no risk of contamination of groundwater or further radiation leaks.

The minor nature and swift containment of the event was proof, the Prime Minister said, of the effectiveness of the safety systems in place, and therefore Graznavia was fully competent to manage it on its own. They would not need external assistance. A detailed report would be released once a full evaluation was done.

With the Vascovian government having no accredited ambassador in place, the chargé d'affaires has less access to Graznavian officials – his request for further information is dismissed by the Graznavian foreign affairs and energy ministries, with referrals to the Prime Minister’s previous announcement.

In Graznavia, the rather weak political Opposition party – who have traditionally been resistant to nuclear power – have responded with a press release and a social media blitz saying the government had repeatedly been warned about the vulnerability of the Graznavian plant to terrorism.

Across social media, comparisons with Chernobyl are at fever pitch, with #GraznaviaChernobyl the number one hashtag globally. Graznavia makes the decision to shut down social media platforms.

A local television company provides a feed to CNN and is reporting from the outskirts of the nuclear facility, barred from getting too close by the Graznavian army. Their footage shows that smoke is still rising from the facility, fuelling more suspicion of the government’s statement that the situation was contained. They have also captured images of a number of ambulances leaving the site.

In Monserrat, protests are quickly forming, a mix of panicked citizens, driven by both green groups and ultra-nationalists. As well as shouting for a response from the Vascovian government, the ultra-nationalists are demanding an immediate closure of the border to stop people fleeing from Graznavia.

Roads out of the Monserrat are clogged with people trying to escape to the coast – a major traffic jam has formed at the motorway bridge over the Monserrat River and there is a growing sense of panic. When a car breaks down blocking one lane of the bridge, angry people use a truck to push it over the parapet into the river.

Questions for Discussion

- What is the problem you are trying to solve now?
- What problems might now emerge?
- What information, and from whom, do you need to assist you?
- What measures need to be put in place?
Situation Clock T = 12 Hours

A little known global eco-terrorist group has claimed responsibility for damage to the plant as part of a broader campaign against nuclear power.

In contrast, social media and some traditional media outlets, are reporting an unattributed comment from “a Graznavian official” that the event was due to a design flaw of the new reactor, and that a full meltdown could still happen and that full control over the reactor has not been restored. No one has been able to track the origin of this story.

In response, Energia, the country that supplies the majority of Vascovy’s energy, has announced that it will be shutting down its own nuclear reactors of a similar design, until a full evaluation is made. This immediately reduces Vascovy’s energy capacity by 40%.

Updated information from Graznavia is limited, except for constant reiterations that the situation is contained. The Graznavian President accuses his political opponents of fabricating information to provoke a crisis.

The Graznavian government demands that Vascovy shut down its social media to assist with limiting the spread of panic.

The Vascovian Stock Market has plummeted 8.5% over the day’s trading and trading is halted, potentially heralding a full crash when the markets reopen. Protests in the capital have swelled and several Graznavians have been attacked in Monserrat.

Official information from the border to the Vascovian government is that there are growing numbers of Graznavians at the border seeking to cross but no incidents have been reported to the head of the border police. Yet over social media, there are unsubstantiated videos and reports of crossings being overrun and people flooding into the country, with vague reports of people having been killed by being trampled when Vascovian border guards shut the border. These reports are being retweeted by right-wing Vascovian nationalist groups.

The Prime Minister of Vascovy announces that he has spoken to the Prime Minister of Graznavia, and has convinced his counterpart to accept a team of international experts to inspect the site, including a Vascovian representative. In truth, there was a great deal of resistance to having a Vascovian as part of the inspection team and negotiations have considerably delayed the process. The team is only now assembling for deployment.

Vascovian cybersecurity experts in the military detect a massive increase in denial of service attacks on Vascovian utility providers and banks. They believe they originate from Norvenia. Panic is spreading and so is anger.
A Facebook post that spreads rapidly purports that the Vascovian Prime Minister had arranged for a military helicopter to take his wife and children out of the country in the first hours after the explosion at the nuclear power station. The Prime Minister vehemently denies this, but protests grow in Monserrat.

The inspection team gets consent to enter Graznavia using a civilian helicopter.

**QUESTIONS:**

- What is the problem you are trying to solve now?
- How has the information you require changed?
- What new measures are needed?
- What communications need to be considered?
Situation Clock T = 24 Hours

*If there is not enough time, this can be re-scripted as the wind-down for the discussion session.*

*In this case we suggest you delete or not read the last two paragraphs.*

The Vascovian Prime Minister and his wife are pictured visiting Vascovian internal refugees who have moved from the border and are camped in emergency shelters in the capital. The PM does a live press conference with his wife standing next to him.

The Vascovian government is notified by the IAEA that the inspection team finds radiation readings in the area of the plant to be only minimally above background levels.

CNN reports that a commercial satellite has taken images of the nuclear plant and have been able to identify that the explosion did indeed occur in a downstream, non-critical section of the plant, away from the core. These images have been televised by CNN and placed on their website.

The international team of experts, including the Vascovian representative, have confirmed the Graznavian government’s version of the event – that a human error in managing the cooling pipe backup procedure did lead to an incident, but that the plant’s emergency response, and the correct following of protocol by the plant employees, contained the issue and there was never a real risk of meltdown. It was not a design flaw.

[Public panic starts to subside but there are still some violent protests against the Vascovian government’s connection to the plant and some extremists accuse the Vascovian government of being complicit in the cover-up. This accusation is further fuelled by an accusation on 4Chan that claims that the Vascovian Minister of Environment, a multimillionaire investment banker, was a secret investor in Energia’s hydroelectric company and that that company had paid a workman to stage the accident to push up the price Energia could charge Vascovy for power.]

These protesters are ignoring the reality that the Energia energy company is state owned with no private investors. The Prime Minister points this out and dismissed the allegation saying has full confidence in the Minister.

**QUESTIONS:**

- What is the problem you are trying to solve now?
- What considerations need to be made for managing the post-crisis?
- How has the situation changed how you might consider relating to your neighbour in future?
- Are there changes in the relationship that could have averted the issue?
- What steps might you have taken at the start that would have made a difference to the outcome?
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